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The seven large paintings and :?O
mixed-medium works on paper by
Californ,a-b-Om Ne\v York anlst Bo
Joseph n 1h1s show, all produced in
the past 1wo years. are colorful, richly
textured abstractions combined with
f1guram1e elements-all silhouettes
made with stenc,ls. Se1 aga,nsl milky
white backgrounds. the silhouettes.
resembl ng heads or masks. human
limbs, animal shapes and somet mes
full-length figures. activate the multilay
ered surfaces. To begin the process 1n
a characteristic pa1n1tn9 such as Cult of
the Persistent Absence, Joseph appl es
many layers ol brilliantly hued ges·
lure marl<ings, and layers of acrylic
iempera and gesso. He then literally
wasnes the canvas, leaving traces 01
texture and flashes of contrasting and
interacting colors After this stage,
he places the stencils on 1he surlace
and overlays a whitewash When the
stencils are remo¥ed, the white areas
become the negative Sr')aces AS the
vibrant, multicolored silhouettes glow
against the cloudy ground.
In A fi,fotalion of Differences. one of
the most striking works In the show, iwo
arg@ silhouettes of laces, whose angular
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leatures recall African masks. command
the space at 1he left. Co1nected to each
oltier by a 1hick. "ert cal band ot color,
the reddish masks are co11position·
ally balanced on the right by a kind of
scaffolding ol' cl1a9onal lines ,n deep
blues and maroon that yield a variety of
shapes, ,nchJCSing r1�p1ll1an heads with
open mouths and d1mi1utive shroude:j
figures. Issuing 1rom 01e ot these
figures. a long lance clramat cnl ,i tra
verses the composition to pierce the
base of one of ths masks. Tl'e tilled
head near tre lop of P;imal Ambiguity
,s similarly in<ed by a lhlck passage of
color to an array o1 silhouettes, includ
ing abstracted figures rem niscent of
traditional African sculotures.
Joseph's techniq�e ,s remarKably
consistent in t"le large canvases (over
5 feet high), as well in the exquisite
12-by-9-,och wo·ks on papa·. The more
crowded compos,t1ons on paper center
on easily identd,ablo humao rorms and
a plethora of more elusive silhouettes.
A suspendeo '1gu•e with bent legs arid
high-heeled shoes. the focus of ere
Y/'Ork, tS sur·oundeCJ b)• hOrse ard bird
profiles. whose small sizo suggests to·is .
In another piece, b rds dorrinate ,he top
hall of the composition. wh ch shows a
figue standing urder an uwb0ella n a
piazza-like space that extends 1oward a
shL111mer1ng horizon line. In the sma ler
works. tile artist leaves Jess to chance
than 1n the larger pieces, but with surpns•
ing juxtaposi:1ons of fOm'I a'ld pr,s,rat c
color, he manages to effec1iveti1 arirrate
these intimate and qt.ixolic scenar os
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